PREVIOUS WINNERS

2016

ART AND CULTURE AWARD
Sponsored by AHR
• Glasgow International Jazz Festival
• Glasgow Life for Aye Write! And Wee Write!
• Glasgow Women’s Library - Winner
• National Theatre of Scotland - Commendation

CARER(S) OF THE YEAR AWARD
Sponsored by Loretto Care part of Wheatley Group
• Elaine Rafferty
• Glasgow Carers Partnership
• Glasgow Council on Alcohol - Winner
• Prince and Princess of Wales Hospice

BEST CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AWARD
Sponsored by Glasgow Caledonian University – Glasgow School for Business and Society
• BeYonder Ltd
• Celtic FC Foundation
• Section33
• Seric Systems Limited - Winner
• Speirs Gumley

EDUCATION AWARD
Sponsored by Glasgow Taxis
• John Wheatley Learning Network - Winner
• Lingo Flamingo
• MCR Pathways – Commendation
• Peter Crawford
• Royal Conservatoire of Scotland

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD
Sponsored by Virgin Trains
• Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES)
• North Glasgow Community Food Initiative
• Revive Eco - Winner
• South Seeds

INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS AWARD
• Allied Vehicles - Winner
• Chompsky
• Glasgow Airport – Commendation
• Tempo Tea Bar

LEGACY AWARD
Sponsored by Hacking & Paterson Management Services
• Calton Heritage & Learning Centre
• Glasgow Disability Alliance
• Pinkston Watersports Centre - Winner
• Scottish Sports Futures

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Sponsored by Glasgow Airport Professor Anna Dominiczak

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY A YOUNG BUSINESS LEADER AWARD
Sponsored by The Watson Foundation
• Andrew Duncan, SwarmOnline - Winner
• Angela Prentner-Smith, This Is Milk
• Cameron Graham, Storii

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY A BUSINESS LEADER AWARD
Sponsored by amiExecutive
• Heather Matthews, Littles
• Iain MacRitchie, MCR Pathways
• Jim Campbell, Skyform Scotland
• Petra Wetzel, WEST Brewery – Winner

SPORT AWARD
Sponsored by Glasgow 2018 European Championships
• Fairtrade Sports Ball Ltd (Trading as Bala Sport)
• Glasgow Eagles Multi Sports Club
• Glasgow Tigers Speedway
• Homeless World Cup - Winner
• Street Soccer Scotland

THE PEOPLE MAKE GLASGOW AWARD
Sponsored by PEOPLE MAKE GLASGOW
• Clare Cannon
• Glasgow Science Centre
• MCR Pathways
• Refuweegee
• Richard McShane – Winner

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY A BUSINESS LEADER AWARD
Sponsored by Developing the Young Workforce Glasgow
• Barrhead Travel
• ScottishPower Engineering Foundation Programme (Pre-Apprenticeship) - Winner
• Sense Scotland One Giant Leap
• The Engineering Academy, University of Strathclyde
• We are Snoop and partners Aye Mind - Commendation

JUDGES AWARD
Dr M Mozammel Huq
PREVIOUS WINNERS

2015

ART AND CULTURE AWARD
• Glasgow Life, Celtic Connections Festival - Winner
• CCA (Centre for Contemporary Arts)
• Theatre Nemo
• Wasps Studios

BEST CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AWARD
• Celtic FC Foundation - Winner
• City Building LLP
• The Forge Shopping Centre
• Seric Systems - Commendation
• Wheatley Group

EDUCATION AWARD
• City Building LLP
• NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde & University of Glasgow
• Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
• University of Strathclyde - Winner

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD
• The Coach House Trust - Winner
• LoveMilton
• North Glasgow Community Food Initiative
• South Seeds

INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS AWARD
• Bad Idea Organisation C.I.C
• Clydebuilt Limited Partnership T/A Merchant Square
• Entrepreneurial Spark
• University of Strathclyde - Winner

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY A YOUNG BUSINESS LEADER AWARD
• Sarah Drummond, Snook
• Andrew Duncan, SwarmOnline
• Anthony Gerrard, Bad Idea Organisation C.I.C
• Angela Morrison, amiProperty - Winner

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY A BUSINESS LEADER AWARD
• John Gallacher MBE, Cruden Estates
• Amanda McMillan OBE, Glasgow Airport
• Bill Munro, Barrhead Travel - Winner
• Petra Wetzel, WEST

SPORT AWARD
• Glasgow City Football Club - Winner
• Glasgow Climbing Centre
• Glasgow Frontrunners
• Sports Futures – Active East

PEOPLE MAKE GLASGOW AWARD
• Amanda McMillan OBE & Glasgow Airport Team - Winner
• Richard McShane
• Scottish Refugee Council - Commendation
• Wheatley Group

INDUSTRY & YOUNG PEOPLE INNOVATION AWARD
• Celtic FC Foundation & Glasgow Caledonian University
• Glasgow Marriott Hotel and Clyde Gateway
• GTG Training - Commendation
• Scottish Water
• SmartSTEMs - Winner

LEGACY AWARD
• Cordia Services LLP
• John Gallacher MBE - Winner
• Glasgow Frontrunners
• YDance (Scottish Youth Dance Ltd)

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Maurice Taylor

JUDGES’ AWARD
• University of Glasgow/NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde
**PREVIOUS WINNERS**

**2014**

**ART AND CULTURE AWARD**
*supported by STV Glasgow*
- Glasgow Film Festival - **Winner**
- Òran Mór
- Scottish Ballet
- Sigma Films
- Wasps Studio

**BEST CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AWARD**
*supported by Glasgow Caledonian University*
- City Building LLP - **Commendation**
- Glasgow Credit Union
- Glasgow Taxis - **Winner**
- NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde

**EDUCATION AWARD**
*supported by Glasgow Taxis*
- Celtic FC Foundation
- Communication Workers Union - Learning Reps at the Glasgow Royal Mail Centre - **Winner**
- Dr Iain MacRitchie
- Education Services, Glasgow City Council
- Glasgow Gurdwara - **Commendation**

**ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD**
*supported by Scottish Gas*
- City Legacy Ltd - **Winner**
- East Park
- Plan Bee
- The Children’s Wood

**INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS AWARD**
*supported by Glasgow Credit Union*
- Digital Enterprise Glasgow
- Entrepreneurial Spark
- The University of Glasgow
- University of Strathclyde - **Winner**

**OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY A BUSINESS LEADER AWARD**
*supported by RBS*
- Rabinder Buttar - **Winner**
- Berrie
- Paul Little
- Sharon Munro

**OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION BY A YOUNG BUSINESS LEADER AWARD**
*supported by NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde*
- Andrew Dobbie - **Winner**
- Craig Chambers
- Dr Jillian Ney
- Nick Cohen

**SPORT AWARD**
*supported by Glasgow Airport*
- Glasgow City Football Club - **Winner**
- Glasgow Warriors
- Raza Sadiq
- Whitacres Community Academy for Sports

**THE PEOPLE MAKE GLASGOW AWARD**
- Glasgow City Mission
- Glasgow Gurdwara
- Doherty
- McConnell - **Winner**

**LEGACY AWARD**
*supported by St Enoch Centre*
- City Legacy LLP
- Glasgow 2014 - **Winner**
- Glasgow Life
- NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde

**JUDGES AWARD**
Joan Neil

**LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD**
Lord Smith of Kelvin

**WORKING TOGETHER AWARD**
*supported by Glasgow Chamber of Commerce*
- Barrhead Travel
- City Building LLP - **Winner**
- NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde
- The Prince’s Trust Scotland and Arnold Clark